
 

 

Dear Governor, 

The eloquent message you delivered at the Vatican in July inspired the admiration 

of civic leaders from around the world.  “We are going to have to set a clear goal,” 

you told mayors and other public officials in that forum.  “And that goal is almost 

unimaginable. One-third of the oil that we know exists as reserves can never be 

taken out of the ground. Fifty percent of the gas can never be used and over 90 

percent of the coal. Now, that is a revolution.” 

For those of us who live and work in Oakland, the revolution has suddenly arrived 

at our doorstep.  Only a few months ago, we learned about a hitherto secret plan to 

build one of the largest coal export terminals in the United States right by the toll 

plaza of the Bay Bridge—next to the planned waterfront park, bike path and 

walkway from Oakland to Yerba Buena Island.  Four counties in Utah are planning 

to invest $53 million in the terminal in exchange for rights to ship millions of tons of 

coal through Oakland to overseas markets.  Virtually overnight, Oakland, far from 

any coal fields, became a front-line community in the struggle to keep coal in the 

ground. 

We citizens of Oakland overwhelmingly oppose this misuse of our City’s own land 

and millions of our tax dollars.  Labor, business, environmental, community, and 

faith-based activists have organized a broad coalition (No Coal in Oakland) to 

campaign for a City ordinance banning coal exports.  We don’t want mile-long trains 

bringing millions of tons of dusty coal through Oakland each year to be burnt 

overseas.  Not only does the export plan put at risk the health and safety of 

vulnerable communities already suffering from heavy air pollution, but it commits 

Oakland to a dirty long-term partnership with Utah mining interests. Our consent 

to the construction of new fossil fuel infrastructure would commit Oakland to serve 

as a major coal exporter for decades into the future. 

If fully dedicated to coal, Oakland’s new bulk terminal would ship enough coal over 

its lifetime to spew over a billion tons of CO2 into the atmosphere. The incremental 

amounts of atmospheric carbon that will drive climate change are measured in 

billions of tons.  As we believe you know, a billion tons matters—it is more than 

enough to move the needle on global climate change. 

We need your help in stopping this irresponsible development. The developer 

leading Oakland Global down such a dangerous and destructive path is Phil 

Tagami.  Mr. Tagami has many friends—in the labor movement because he has 

committed to use union labor on this project; in the community because he has 



 

 

agreed that half of the construction hours and half of the permanent jobs generated 

by the project will go to residents of Oakland. 

Many of those friends have already urged Mr. Tagami to change course.  For 

example, the Alameda Central Labor Council has adopted a strong resolution 

opposing the coal export terminal and the Bay Area International Longshore and 

Warehouse Union (ILWU) is also firmly opposed.  Mayor Libby Schaaf and 

members of the Oakland City Council who voted enthusiastically to grant Mr. 

Tagami the coveted development rights on Oakland’s waterfront have gone on 

record opposing coal exports. 

But there is another friend Mr. Tagami needs to hear from. 

He has no friend more persuasive than you.  You have appointed him to serve on 

prestigious State Commissions and honored him with your participation as a 

business partner in numerous local real estate ventures.  Because of your close ties 

to Mr. Tagami, we hope that you can persuade him of the moral imperative you 

expressed so well at the Vatican. 

Coal should play no part in Oakland’s future.  The time to leave 90% of coal in the 

ground is now. If you can help your friend recover his vision of an innovative project 

that truly serves the sustainable future of Oakland and of all humanity, we will 

give you our heartfelt support every step of the way. 

If not, your words in Rome will ring with a deadly moral hollowness. 

Sincerely, 

No Coal in Oakland 

Several faith leaders & other signers omitted until we get their permission to 

make public what we hoped could remain a private communication. 


